Bekijk de webversie

Mandali, local products and
more...

Hello {{voornaam}},
A new year and a new Mandali Mail, with information
about our shop Mandali in Kournas and news about
Crete, about the village of Kournas and much more.
A warm welcome to the new readers of our Mandali Mail. Nice to have you here.
This time, you will read about:
* real winter on Crete
* snow in Kournas
* news about Mandali
* new type, fresh olive oil
* news about our donkeys
I hope you enjoy reading it.

how was Januari on Crete?
The month of January is almost over, and I really like that. This first month of the year is the
most boring month for me. It is often cold and gloomy, with lots of rain and/or snow, no
holidays or other special moments to celebrate and spring still seems far away. Also, here in
Crete, I find it a difficult month. The weather is sometimes good, sunny and warm, but it can
suddenly turn, and then it is immediately winter again. But everything comes to an end, even
January.
Olive harvest
Most farmers have finished the olive harvest and although the total yield did not reach the
expected 70,000 tons, but 60,000 tons, they were very satisfied with the high quality of the
Cretan olive oil. The various heat waves in the summer have helped to combat the olive fly.
The biggest problem this year was the lack of workers to help with the harvest.
The situation with the Corona infections is currently stable. The hospitals in Crete are still full
and almost 63% of the population has been vaccinated. Fortunately, the people who are now
testing positive are not very ill and a decrease in the number of positive cases is expected
from February.

ook in de winter zijn er bloemen

after rain comes sunshine, and
sometimes a rainbow

real winter on Crete
The weather prophets had already warned us about a cold front called “elpida” (this is
Greek for “hope”) and low temperatures could also expect snow showers in Crete. And
this also happened: it was cold!!!
Early in the morning at 7:30 a.m. the temperature was 2 degrees, but with the cold north
wind it felt like -10 degrees. The rain and (wet) snow made the winter picture complete.
snow
A lot of snow has fallen in the mountains and the snow line was about 400 meters. Even
in the south of Crete, snow fell, and it was cold.
The prospects for the Pierra Creta ski race on the Psiloritis in the first weekend of March
are very good.
Fortunately, this only lasted a few days and the nuisance was not so great. Everyone was
prepared, and the farmers and shepherds had also taken measures for their lands and
their livestock.
The Omalos and Askifou plains were closed off from the outside world for a while due to
the heavy snow on the roads. But the employees of the municipalities, together with the
farmers and their tractors, quickly swept the roads clean. Schools, as well as nonessential shops and public services, have been closed for several days.
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(a little bit of) snow in Kournas
It was also cold with us in Kournas and a little snow remained. It was already very quiet
on the street, because many inhabitants of the village were at home in quarantine due to
a positive test. But during these cold days there was hardly anyone on the street.
I felt a little alone in the world when I walked to the donkeys. It was also so quiet: no cars
on the roads, the school was closed, so no children outside, and even the cats and dogs
had sought shelter.
The snowline was just above the village, so the mountains behind Kournas are covered
with a layer of snow. A beautiful sight when you sit inside by the stove.
After 4 days with lots of rain, snow and a cold north wind, the sun came out again, and we
were enjoying the sun on the balcony again. Everywhere doors and windows were
opened, people were walking through the street again and the dogs and cats were lying in
the sun again.

News about Mandali
And how are we doing?
In December, we had organized a midwinter walk with our donkeys on the shortest day. It
was a sunny, warm day and together with 16 people we enjoyed a nice walk in the
backyard of Kournas. The donkeys loved all the attention and the many goodies (carrots
and old bread). Afterwards, we enjoyed a tasty, healthy lunch at Tavern Babis.
"oliebollen"
On the last day of the year, Arno put on his apron again and baked hundreds of
"oliebollen" in the shop for the enthusiasts who came by and for the neighbours in the
village square. And they were delicious again!
New Year's walk
To usher in 2022, we organized a New Year's walk with the donkeys on January 2nd. With
a charming group of people, we enjoyed a pleasant walk in the radiant sun. And the
donkeys were spoiled again with hugs, attention, selfies and tasty carrots and a big bag of
carob pods. And after the walk there was of course a nice lunch. The year couldn't have
started better.

Olive oil
Mandali now has 3 types of olive oil: the olive oil from Stelios, the Koroneiki olive oil,
pressed in Kournas; the olive oil from Nikos, an olive oil mix of Koroneiki and Tsounato
olives, also pressed in Kournas and the Koroneiki olive oil from Stelios pressed in the
olive oil factory in Vafes. In this olive oil factory, the olives are pressed using mats.
We no longer have the olive oil from the “Stone Mill” olive oil factory in Kalyves in our
range. When Stelios had harvested his olives and wanted to press them in Kalyves, the
factory was closed. He did not want to leave the olives until the factory opened again, and
then drove on to Vafes, where the olives are also pressed in the old-fashioned way. We
know this factory and also the owners and know that the quality of the olive oil is very
good.
Of course, we tested the olive oil from Vafes, and it has a nice green colour, the smell is
“green”, the typical olive oil smell and the taste is fruity, with a tiny bit of “pepper”. We find
it very tasteful. On the order list, this olive oil is described as Olive oil “traditional”.
Olive oil soap
We are also preparing for making olive oil soap. Arno made moulds for the soap, and I
believe we now have almost everything in house to make the first soaps. I'll keep you
informed.
Internet
We've been busy in the store for a while. Of course, we had to make sure that the
"oliebollen" air disappeared and at the same time we made room for the installer of the
telephone line. Every shop in Greece, and therefore also in Crete, must have its cash
register connected via the internet to the tax authorities and since we didn't have that yet,
it had to be arranged.
I had made an application for this via the internet and to my great surprise I was called on
Sunday (!) for an appointment. The telephone line is there now and the internet works.
Now just a cable along the ceiling to the cash register and then the tax authorities can
watch 24/7. Like they have nothing better to do.
There are some issues with the store's storage and once they're fixed, we'll be painting
the walls white again and putting everything back in place for the upcoming season. The
first reservations for the botanical walks have already been noted.
But first we organize the Valentine's walk with the donkeys on February 14 and a spring
walk in March.

How are we doing?
Arno's hip surgery is still on the program. He is at the top of the list and in the hospital in
Chania the Covid wards are now slightly less full and there are also empty beds in the
ICU. But they're still not doing operations because there's a staff shortage. So just a little
patience!!!
Our house is dry and warm. The first 1000 kilos of firewood are almost gone, but luckily
we also have good electric heating for the not so cold days. Our house is small, so it
warms up quickly.
cooking and baking
Arno still regularly bakes delicious sourdough bread and while he is at it, he also bakes a
bread for the various neighbours. Last week it was really winter weather, so time for the
homemade sauerkraut and dutch pea soup. Our daughter had also packed split peas at
our request, so we could get started.
Of course we had cooked way too much, so the neighbours also ate Dutch pea soup. And
they loved it.
knitting
I promised the store owner that I would knit socks for her, so I started again. Only when I
asked her what colour socks she wanted, she said "black". I should have known because
she is a widow and always dressed in black since her husband passed away.
I never knew knitting with black wool was so difficult. You almost need a construction
lamp to see which stitches you are knitting. But, it's getting along. The edge of the 2 socks
is already finished, now only the heel and the foot.

beautiful shells on the beach

Ordering local products at Mandali
Over the past few weeks, several orders have been sent out, and we have made a
number of customers happy with the delicious, healthy olive oil, honey and more. Also,
with this newsletter I have made an up-to-date order list and if you click HERE you can
see which products you can order at Mandali.
Transport costs have risen in recent months and the transport company Eurosender has
also increased its prices significantly. Unfortunately, this also means we have to increase
the price for the delivery costs. The prices of various products have also changed in the
store. The new prices are on the order list.

News about our 4 donkeys
The donkeys have a new piece of land near our house that they can eat completely bare.
What a party that is! The neighbours also like that the donkeys are so close, they have
something to see now.
cold
The donkeys did not like the bad weather, the cold, the storm and especially the hail. Zoë
and Cleo especially suffered from the cold. With their tails almost between their hind legs,
they were in the shelter. Popy and Eos were out occasionally, including in the rain and snow.
Those are real diehards.
carpet
Fortunately, before this winter cold came, we had hung an old carpet in the opening of the
shelter and this made it a lot more pleasant inside.
dirty shelter
Usually the ladies go outside to relieve themselves, but during the cold front they have
turned the shelter into a pigsty with pee and poo in every corner. The poop is not that bad, it
does not smell, it dries quickly, and you can scoop it away. But the urine stinks. The first day,
I removed something, but I couldn't clean it . So I just left it that way.
As I looked around the stable, Popy was just pooping next to me and moments later I heard
the clatter of Zoe's pee. While it was dry outside at the time. I put some extra straw over it,
so it wasn't so wet.
Fortunately, the weather got a bit better after 3 days and the donkeys were fine again outside
eating from their tires and manger. And I was able to muck out the stable, so that the soil
could dry up a bit and the urine smell could disappear. Because winter is not over yet, there
are definitely still days and nights coming with lots of rain.

walk in the backyard
When the weather is dry I like to take the donkeys for a short walk in the backyard and
last week I turned the tables and I let the donkeys decide their walk in the backyard. They
walk a little differently, they take a shorter route that goes through a large olive grove,
where a lot of green grows under the trees.
These olive trees are never harvested or pruned, and that is no longer necessary now.
The donkeys have already eaten a lot of leaves and twigs. I had thought that we would be
on the road for a very long time, but the ladies walked back to their field after an hour.
another walk
A few days later, Arno and I were supposed to go for a walk in the woods with the
donkeys, but that didn't happen. Eos did not turn right at the Carob tree towards the
forest, but left towards Kastellos, and she was looking forward to it. She ran off, with her
hind legs in the air, and of course Popy went right after her.
Arno was able to keep Cleo and Zoë with him for a while, but they also galloped after Eos
and Popy.

Fortunately, we know where they are walking by and where they want to go, so we just
followed them. Within 5 minutes they were at a carob tree, where we arrive after half an
hour with a normal walk. They walked directly to this tree, without even a bite to eat on the
way.
It was a nice sight, the 4 donkeys one after the other on their way to the tree. Sometimes
Eos looked back to see if everyone was still there, and I laughed a lot when I saw a large
puddle of water on the path. All the donkeys walked along the water on the right. There
was also the most space, but Zoë always wants the water on the right side. She saw the
others walking along the water, she was going to go after them, but suddenly stopped.
She walked to the left, to the right and to the left again, then she was the only one on the
left side along the puddle.
A little further on, by a pool of water with no possibility of walking past it, she stopped
again, together with Popy. I walked through the puddle (I had my new wellies on) and
after some hesitation Popy and Zoë also walked and jumped through and over the puddle
and continued running after Eos and Cleo.
We found the donkeys on the asphalt road from Kournas to Kastellos, near the carob tree.
Apparently they were in the mood for some exercise.
new halters
Last year Popy and Cleo received new, well-fitting halters from our dear donkey fan Tanja
and last week Eos and Zoë also received beautiful, fitting halters. These are so much
better than the standard halters, which never fit donkeys well.
There are new photos and videos on the donkeys' Instagram: #donkeysinkournas

Mandali Mail
I enjoyed sharing the news from Kournas with you and
hope you enjoyed reading this newsletter.
Do you have family or friends who are also interested in
this Mandali Mail, then you can always forward it. They
can also register for the next newsletter via the website.
You can also take a look at our website with more information about our shop, the
donkeys and about us.
And you can find us on Facebook, Instagram and YouTube.
Warm greetings from Kournas and until the next Mandali Mail.
Arno and Barbara
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Mandali, local products and more...
Kournas
73007 Apokoronas
Chania, Crete, Greece
tel: 0030-6951337205 + Whatsapp + VIBER

Deze e-mail is verstuurd aan {{email}}. • Als u geen nieuwsbrief meer wilt ontvangen, kunt
u zich hier afmelden. • U kunt ook uw gegevens inzien en wijzigen. • Voor een goede
ontvangst voegt u info@mandali-kournas.com toe aan uw adresboek.

